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1100 Wayne Avenue, Suite 925 

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

866-627-6767 (phone)

301-585-1791 (fax)

nasn@nasn.org (email) 

www.nasn.org 

NASN Membership Outreach for Research Order Form 

Name: _______________________________________________   Date: __________________________ 

Organization: (if applicable) ______________________________________________________________ 

Telephone: ____________________Email: __________________________ NASN member: Yes____ No____ 

❑ Announcement with link to online survey in NASN Electronic Weekly Digest for two weeks including subject line

for announcement. (NASN member: $500; non-NASN member: $700)

***(Send a description-  80 words or less - that includes contact information and link to survey) 

Subject line for Announcement:  

Announcement content:  

❑ Initial and reminder email to specific NASN members for query of up to 2000 members (along with two specific

stratifications/group characteristics within that group of 2000) with request (NASN members: $600; non-NASN

members: $800). Please include email subject line. Reminder email can be sent within 1-3 weeks of the initial email.

Please provide your preference. **(send a note - 200 words or less - that can be included in the email blast. This should

include the link to the survey, date to complete the survey, and contact information regarding the survey.)

Query examples: All members; members in a specific state; random sample 

Query Sorts (Up to TWO): 

1. _______________________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________________

Extra Queries ($50.00 per sort): 

1. _______________________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________________

Email Subject Line for initial email and reminder email if different: 

Email note (200 words or less) and reminder email content (if different): 

http://www.nasn.org/


9/8/2018, revised 11/30/2021; revised 10/1/2023. 

Additional Instructions: when do you want the initial email sent and reminder email sent (include month/timeframe); 

any other specific instructions) 

Email this form and attachments to data.research@nasn.org | Include the subject line: Research Survey Committee. 

Pay the fee(s) outlined on this form via: CREDIT CARD (locate payment link at the bottom of this web page 
www.nasn.org/research-mailing-lists)
               OR
CHECK made out to NASN and mailed to NASN, Attn: Research, 1100 Wayne Avenue, Suite 925, Silver Spring, MD 
20910.
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